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PRESS RELEASE  
FOR IMMEDIATE PUBLICATION 

Walchandnagar Industries Plays a Significant Role As India Creates History 

Pune 24 September 2014:   The wait has finally ended. Almost ten months ago, at the 

manufacturing facility of Walchandnagar, the Aerospace division had rejoiced at the 

successful launch of Mangalyaan, India’s first inter-planetary mission to planet Mars. 

Amidst all this, deep inside their hearts, they knew that they would get to taste the fruit 

of success only on the day that Mangalyaan would successfully enter the Martian orbit. 

Today, every Indian citizen stands tall and for all WIL employees, it is a cause for 

double celebration- one as an Indian citizen and second as a contributor to this 

accomplishment. 

Theodre Isaac Rubin has once said that “Happiness does not come from doing easy 

work, but from the afterglow of satisfaction that comes after the achievement of a 

difficult task that demanded our best”. And this is the philosophy that Walchandnagar 

Industries Limited (WIL) has always believed in and it is this philosophy that has 

segregated them from its competition. Having been a trusted partner of ISRO for over 

four decades, WIL has been successfully delivering mission critical components to 

ISRO, to the extent that ISRO does not look beyond WIL for some of its components. 

For most of the launch vehicles, the strap on Boosters i.e. PSOXL Motor casings are 

manufactured and supplied to ISRO by WIL. Riding high on ISRO’s confidence, WIL is 

further planning to augment its capacities and increase its production rate, for which it 

will receive funding from ISRO for the additional manufacturing facilities.  
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Mr G K Pillai  

Speaking on the occasion, Mr G K Pillai Managing Director & CEO WIL said, “Our joy 

has multiplied manifold on this major accomplishment.” Recalling his latest visit to 

VSSC. Trivandrum where he delivered a memorial lecture on the occasion of Dr Vikram 

A Sarabhai’s 95th birth anniversary, he lauded ISRO on their contribution to the nation 

since its inception and stated that WIL was proud to be associated with ISRO. Touching 

upon India’s achievements in the field of space, Mr Pillai highlighted that India's 

advanced space program has put her in an elite global group. It is these space 

programs that give a boost to other industries, thus leading to overall development of 

the nation.  

Some of the WIL manufactured components that formed a part of the launch vehicle 

used in the successful launch are S-139 Head End Segment -39 & Nozzle End 

Segment-38 and Nozzle Divergent Aft End – 35, as well as PS0XL motor cases. All the 

components have been indigenously manufactured at the Walchandnagar 

manufacturing facility, 135 kms from Pune. Equipment manufactured by WIL, have been 

successfully used in the launching of ‘ROHINI’, ‘SROSS’, ‘IRS’, ‘G-SAT’ and other 

satellites. With the best infrastructure and un-matched skills, WIL has carved a niche in 

Hi-Tech manufacturing. Over the years WIL has developed critical technologies in metal 

forming, Manual & Auto TIG welding, Heat Treatment, Machining, Non Destructive 

Testing, Mechanical Testing.   

WIL has a Tradition of Engineering Excellence, expertise and design capabilities 

encompassing entire spectrum from Concept to Commissioning. 
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WIL is further planning to expand its horizon and contribute in other areas like setting up 

facilities at various ISRO Labs, acquiring composites technologies, etc. WIL is focusing 

in these new areas and in discussions with concerned ISRO scientists.   

Other recent significant contributions of WIL are 

Many Critical and Core Components for India’s First Mission to Moon “Chandrayaan” 

Major critical and core equipment to Indian Built First Nuclear Submarine “INS Arihant” 

WIL are also a significant market leader in the sectors of Sugar Plants, Cement Plants, 
Steam Generating & Power Plants and Industrial & Marine Gears 

For further information, please contact Mr. G.K. Pillai (Managing Director & CEO WIL) 
on +91 8550 990 990 
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